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Wolfgang Amade Mozart ( 1756-1791) 
Symphony No. 29 in A Major 
Among his forty-eight surviving works in the genre, Symphony No. 29 of Wolfgang Amade Mozart 
stands as a characteristic eighteenth-century symphony. Mozart composes for drasticallx reduced .. 
instrumentation (by today's standards); only 2 oboes, 2 horns, violin I, violin II, viola, cello, and bass .. 
have written parts. Eighteenth-century performances, however, may have also included the un-ootat-
ed bassoons on the bass line, or keyboard continue. Though it may come as a surprise to twenty-
first century concert-goers, musicologist Stanley Sadie has noted that the "standard orchestra at any 
but the largest court in the eighteenth-century consisted .. . " of precisely what Mozart has laid out 
in the 29th Symphony. The ensemble available to Mozart at the court of the Prince-Archbishop in 
Salzburg, where he held the position of court composer, was also comprised of this grouping of . 
instruments. It is not surprising, then, that Mozart wrote for this specific group of instruments; both 
in the 29th Symphony, and in the bulk of his other orchestral works. 
The eighteenth-century symphony, including those of Mozart, would generally be performed "to 
open a programme and to close it, making up the solid fare that served as a framework for the vari-
ous intermediate items (solos, vocal and instrumental, concertos and chamber works) ... ~ .o~ such . 
symphonies might have been " ... composed for Salzburg gala occasions." It would be unlik~ly . that 
one might attend a concert in the eighteenth-century and hear the 29th Symphony from bti:~inr:ring' 
to end.Thus, it was important for any composer writing symphonies in the eighteenth centurf'to 
create a work of multiple movements that would make sense to a listener not hearing the work as 
a whole. Mozart succeeds in composing four movements that stand on their own, yet when taken 
together make sense as a whole symphony. 
The first movement begins with an unusually delicate and refined texture.As a sonata-form struc-
ture (typical in movements of a symphony in the eighteenth-century), the Exposition begins with 
light strings playing an idea comprised of a dipping octave and an appoggiatura figure . Imitation of 
this idea gives way to increasing intensity, with which the lyrical second theme contrasts. The 
Development includes none of the music already presented, but the Recapitulation and Coda 
return to the ·main ideas and tie the movement together effectively. 
The second and~third movements, Andante and Minuet, "have in common the prominent use of 
d~tted and 'd~ub.le-dotted rhythms, characteristic of marches and of the slow sections of French 
ouvertures. According to musicologist Neal Zaslow this gesture conveys "stateliness, nobility, and 
even godliness." Both the Andante, with its muted violins, and the Minuet, with its soft dynamic 
markings, are subdued and reflective in comparison with the first and last movements. The sonata 
form used in the Andante, and the minuet and trio form of the third movement, are effective 
forms within the eighteenth-century symphony, as they promote cohesion within the individual 
movements through ,.repetition of existing material. The Finale, is yet another sonata form, but 
"has the character of a chasse, with its mandatory repeated notes and other hunting-horn calls." 
It is exciting, rigorous, and concludE'.s-the symphony in a highly spirited fashion . 
Mozart completed Symphony No.29 in his seventeenth year. By this time in his life, he had writ-
ten close to thirty symphonies. The liveliness of the 29th Symphony conveys a certain degree of 
innocence, and it is remarkable that after having already composed so many symphonies, the 
music's purity still manages to capture the attention of audiences. 
-program notes by Sally Dejoseph 
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